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Hotel MagnifiqueHotel Magnifique
by Emily J. Taylor
While working at the legendary Hotel
Magnifique, sisters Jani and Zosa discover a
darkness under its glittering faȧde as they
fall victim to the cruelty of the ruthless
hotel manager and must unravel the
mystery of the hotels magic to survive.

Diamond PDiamond Parkark
by Phillippe Diederich
When four Mexican-American teenagers
from Houston travel to Diamond Park to
buy a 1959 Chevy Impala from Magaña's
godfather, something goes very wrong, and
one of them, Susi, ends up arrested for
murder; convinced that the real killer is a
drug trafficker called Anaconda, Flaco and

Magaña head to Mexico hunting for him to clear Susi's name

Hollow firesHollow fires
by Samira Ahmed
Aspiring journalist Safiya Mirza investigates
the murder of a 14-year-old boy who was
wrongfully arrested, labeled a terrorist and
eventually killed, seeking to tell the whole
truth about the boy and those who killed
him because of their hate-filled beliefs.

It will end likIt will end like thise this
by Kyra Leigh
When Charlotte and Maddi’s mother dies
suddenly and mysteriously, the two girls
suspect foul play when their father moves
on with their mother’s personal assistant,
whom they are convinced is determined to
take everything that’s theirs away, in this
contemporary Lizzie Borden retelling.

The red palaceThe red palace
by June Hur
In 1758 Joseon (Korea), 18-year-old palace
nurse Hyeon works closely with a young
police inspector to uncover the truth
surrounding the murder of eight palace
nurses when all the evidence points to the
Crown Prince himself.

The forest of stolen girlsThe forest of stolen girls
by June Hur
When her detective father goes missing
while investigating the disappearance of 13
young women, including her sister, Hwani
returns to their early 15th-century village
in Korea to uncover dark community
secrets.

The rivThe river has teether has teeth
by Erica Waters
When her sister goes missing on the Bend,
becoming the second girl to disappear from
the wildlife preserve, Natasha turns to a
local girl rumored to be a witch to find her.

I am Margaret MooreI am Margaret Moore
by Hannah Capin
While at Marshall Naval School, Margaret
Moore, as her friends, swallowed up by her
lies, vanish one-by-one and a boy is dead,
must unravel the secrets of this summer or
be pulled under by the place she once called
home.

FirekFirekeeper's daughtereeper's daughter
by Angeline Boulley
Treated like an outsider in both her
hometown and on the Ojibwe reservation, a
half-Native American science geek and star
hockey player places her dreams on hold in
the wake of a family tragedy.

Queen of the tilesQueen of the tiles
by Hanna Alkaf
When her late best friends formerly
inactive Instagram starts posting again
during the Scrabble competition, with
cryptic messages suggesting that her death
was no accident, Najwa Bakri, surrounded
by suspects, must find out whos behind
these mysterious posts.
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City of villainsCity of villains
by Estelle Laure
A gritty, fairy tale-inspired crime series
follows the experiences of high school
senior and police department intern Mary
Elizabeth Heart, who assists the chief in
investigating local disappearances only to
uncover links to infamous Disney villains.

EvEvery single lieery single lie
by Rachel Vincent
High school junior Beckett's life is turned
upside-down when she discovers a dead
baby in her small-town high school's locker
room, and her police detective mother
investigates while cyberbullies claim it is
Beck's child

Sugar TSugar Town queensown queens
by Malla Nunn
"A biracial girl living in post-apartheid South
Africa is determined to unveil the mystery
of her white mother's hidden past"

Time will tellTime will tell
by Barry Lyga
Alternating between present day and 1986,
this gripping novel follows four teens as
they dig up a time capsule that their parents
buried and unearth a secret that someone
is willing to kill for..

Lies likLies like wildfiree wildfire
by Jennifer Lynn Alvarez
After her and her friends accidentally spark
an enormous and deadly wildfire, 18-year-
old sheriff’s daughter and aspiring FBI
agent Hannah Warner finds herself going to
extreme lengths to protect their secret..

Lucy Clark will not apologizeLucy Clark will not apologize
by Margo Rabb
Suspended from school for going too far
while retaliating against a bully, 16-year-old
Lucy is sent to New York to work as a
companion to an elderly eccentric who
encourages her to revel in the freedom of
just being herself.

SpinSpin
by L. R. Giles
When the murder of a popular young DJ,
Paris Secord, upends the local music scene,
her shunned pre-fame best friend, Kya, and
her chief groupie, Fuse, are forced to set
aside their differences during a crusade for
justice on social media and the streets.

KKeep this to yeep this to yourselfourself
by Tom Ryan
Struggling to move on a year after an
unknown serial murderer ended the lives of
four community members, Mac receives a
cryptic message that draws him back to the
search for the killer, who he comes to
suspect may be among his own neighbors.

The boThe boy in the red dressy in the red dress
by Kristin Lambert
Working as the emcee at an LGBTQ-
friendly speakeasy in the French Quarter of
1929 New Orleans, Millie is approached by
a young socialite whose scandalous murder
places Millie’s best friend, the show’s drag
star, under suspicion.

One of us is lyingOne of us is lying
by Karen M. McManus
When one of five students in detention is
found dead, his high-profile
classmatesincluding a brainy intellectual, a
popular beauty, a drug dealer on probation
and an all-star athleteare investigated and
revealed to be the subjects of the victim's
latest gossip postings.

Sense and second-degree murderSense and second-degree murder
by Tirzah Price
Thrown out of their house after the death
of their father, aspiring scientist Elinor
Dashwood and her budding-detective
sister Marianne make a startling discovery
that points to murderand the killer might be
family.

A good girl's guide to murderA good girl's guide to murder
by Holly Jackson
Five years after the shattering murder and
suicide of two popular teens, a skeptical
high school student reexamines the case
before uncovering disturbing clues about
what really happened.
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